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Note: These slides are not quite

the ones I presented because 

I’ve made modest changes 

hereinto incorporate comments 

from the audience! 

- DMW



The Role of Mutation, Inbreeding, Crossbreeding 

and Selection in Evolution
Sewall Wright, University of Chicago

Sixth International Conference on Genetics, Ithaca, NY

1932

“Estimates of the total number of genes in the cells of higher

organisms range from 1000 up… With 10 allelomorphs in each of

1000 loci, the number of possible combinations is 101000, which is a

very large number…

If the entire field of possible gene combinations be graded with

respect to adaptive value under a particular set of [environmental]

conditions, what would be its nature?”



A High Dimensional Domain

Indeed, one dimension/biallelic locus

(Wright 1932, see also Haldane 1932,  Maynard Smith 1970)



What of the Resulting 

Surface?

“One possibility is that a particular combination gives maximum

adaptation and that the adaptiveness of the other combinations

falls off more or less regularly according to the number of

removes...

But even in the two factor case it is possible that there may be

two peaks, and the chance that this may be the case greatly

increases with each additional locus. With something like 101000

possibilities it may be taken as certain that there will be an

enormous number of widely separated harmonious

combinations.”

(Wright 1932)



And What of the Population 

Genetics on this Surface?

“In a rugged field of this character, selection will

easily carry the species to the nearest peak, but

there may be innumerable other peaks which are

higher but which are separated by “valleys.” The

problem of evolution as I see it is that of a

mechanism by which the species may continually

find its way from lower to higher peaks in such a

field.”

(Wright 1932)



In Modern Terms

Suppose we‟re interested in the evolution of

the junior businessman from the ancestral

necktie?



Adaptation Changes Heritable 

Phenotypes
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Nucleotide Sequence Space Defines 

Many Mutationally Equivalent 

Trajectories
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(after Maynard-Smith 1970; see also Wright 1932; Haldane 1932)



Question

Are these many mutational trajectories equivalent in the

eyes of natural selection? Or is an evolving population

constrained to follow a subset of mutational trajectories

to reach higher fitness?
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NB: framing things in terms

of mutational trajectories

implicitly makes the strong

selection/weak mutation

assumption: Nµ << 1 << Ns.

Or in English, each mutation

is fixed or lost before the next

mutation appears.



What Really Matters: Are Mutations 

Unconditionally Beneficial?

(Weinreich et al. 2005, though definitely not news to Wright!)
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Conditionally Beneficial 

Mutations

Sign epistasis generalizes a very old theoretical

problem: is the fitness landscape multipeaked?



A Fitness Landscape

Mutational State Resistance (μg/ml)

g4205a A42G E104K M182T G238S Allele Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3

– – – – – TEM-1 0.0884 0.0884 0.0884

– – – – + 1.41 1.41 1.41

– – – + – 0.0711 0.0884 0.0711

– – – + + 32.0 32.0 32.0

– – + – – 0.130 0.130 0.130

– – + – + 362. 362. 362.

:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :.

+ + + + – 1.41 1.41 2.0

+ + + + + TEM* 4096. 4096. 4096.

Genotype Fitnessf:
(Weinreich et al. 2006)



Only 18 of 120 trajectories are 

selectively accessible

(Weinreich et al. 2006)

This is necessarily 

a consequence of 

sign epistasis.



(A Current Research Interest 

of Mine)

Author's personal copy

Should  evolutionary  geneticists  worry  about  higher-order
epistasis?
Daniel  M  Weinreich1, Yinghong  Lan1, C Scott  Wylie1 and

Robert  B  Heckendorn2

Natural  selection drives evolving  populations up  the fitness

landscape, the projection from  nucleotide sequence space

to  organismal reproductive success.  While it  has long  been

appreciated  that  topographic  complexities on fitness

landscapes can arise only as a consequence of  epistatic

interactions between mutations, evolutionary  genetics has

mainly focused  on epistasis between pairs of  mutations.

Here we propose a generalization to  the classical population

genetic  treatment  of  pairwise epistasis that  yields

expressions for  epistasis among  arbitrary subsets of

mutations  of  all orders (pairwise,  three-way,  etc.). Our

approach reveals substantial higher-order  epistasis in almost

every published  fitness  landscape. Furthermore we

demonstrate that  higher-order epistasis is critically important

in two  systems we know  best. We conclude that  higher-order

epistasis deserves empirical and  theoretical attention from

evolutionary  geneticists.
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Introduction
Epistasis is the geneticist’s term for mutational  inter-
action. Colloquially, epistasis can be regarded  as our
surprise at  the phenotype when mutations are combined,
given  the constituent  mutations’  individual  effects. T he
recognition of  epistasis between  pairs of  mutations in
both discrete, Mendelian [1]  and continuous [2,3]  traits
goes back  roughly 100 years, but  recent  experimental
advances draw attention to interactions between  more
than two mutations. For example, how often does pair-
wise epistasis itself  vary  with genetic background [4 ,5 ]?

Critically,  such higher-order  interactions cannot  be cap-
tured by pairwise epistasis [6,7].

Epistasis is also fundamental  to systems biology, because
interdependencies are intrinsic to networks, its central
object  of  study. For example, data on pairwise epistasis
between  gene deletions have provided insight  into meta-
bolic networks in yeast  [8 ,9,10]  and E. coli  [11]. Epistasis
is also of  critical  importance to the analysis of  genome-
wide association  data [12,13]

For population  and evolutionary geneticists, one pheno-
type is of  particular  interest: reproductive success (or
fitness). T heoretical  and experimental  results link  pair-
wise epistasis for fitness to speciation [e.g. [14,15]], the
evolutionary advantage of  recombination [e.g. [16–18]]
and opportunities for adaptation [e.g. [19 ,20]]. Our own
interest  in higher-order epistasis began  from an appreci-
ation  that  only epistasis [21,22 ]  can give rise to topo-
graphic complexities on the fitness landscape [23]. T o
illustrate this point, first  consider nucleotide sequence
space [24], in which all  pairs of  genotypes differing by a
single point  mutation  are adjacent  to one another. T he
fitness landscape is then the projection  from such a
spatially  organized sequence space to organismal  fitness.
Finally, ruggedness in the fitness landscape arises if  an
only if  the sign of  the fitness effect  of  mutations varies
with genetic background, elsewhere called  sign epistasis
[21]. Importantly however, we lack  a more complete
quantitative understanding of  the relationship between
landscape topography and higher-order  epistasis.

Here we first  review recent  empirical  studies that  follow
the groundbreaking approach of  Malcolm et al. [25]  to
describe fitness landscapes using reverse genetics.  T hat
study  characterized the combinatorially  complete set  of
eight  alleles of  an avian lysozyme defined by all  combi-
nations of  three missense mutations. Other  studies have
used  traditional  genetic crosses or random  mutagenesis to
describe fitness landscapes. Whatever  their method, these
recent  surveys demonstrate that  fitness landscapes are not
terribly  smooth [19 ,25–29,30 ].

T he next  challenge is to characterize the epistasis in
these data [31 ]. In any system defined by point  mutations

at  L  sites, there are
L

k

 

subsets of  k mutations which

may  or may not  interact. Consequently  there may be this
number  of  epistatic terms of  order  k. Here we propose a

Available online at www.sciencedirect.com

ScienceDirect

Current  Opinion  in  Genetics  &  Development  2013,  23:700–707  www.sciencedirect.com

We now have ~20 combinatorially complete empirical

fitness landscapes. What statistical generalities are

emerging?



Sequence Space Landscape 

Limitations

• Can‟t trivially handle frequency 

dependent selection

• Experiments grow exponentially in L.

• Though not necessary, we often assume

– populations are almost always genetically 

monomorphic;

– environment is constant;

– no diploids, dominance or recombination.





What were those axes again?
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• Wright and others sometimes instead projected 

population mean fitness over allele frequency space.

• This fills in the interstices between points on discrete 

fitness landscape



What were those axes again?

(Lewontin and White 1960)



Population Mean Fitness 

Landscape

Articulates with RA (not Daniel) Fisher‟s

1932 Fundamental Theorem of Natural

Selection:

“The rate of increase in mean fitness in

a population due to natural selection

acting on allele frequencies is exactly

equal to its genetic variance in fitness.”



Limitations of Population 

Mean Fitness Landscape
• In the presence of epistasis, population mean

fitness is not uniquely determined by allele

frequencies except in the high-recombination

limit.

• Mean fitness also depend on statistical

associations among alleles between loci (a.k.a.

linkage disequilibrium).

• Thus the contours of this landscape may

change each generation as a consequence of

genetic recombination, limiting predictive utility.





Phenotypic Fitness 

Landscape

• Projects organismal fitness over 

organismal phenotype.

• Nonlinear fitness function gives rise to 

epistasis for fitness even in the absence 

of epistasis for phenotype.

• Often yield nice theoretical results in the 

absence of explicit genetics.



E.g. Fisher‟s Geometric Model

• Fitness declines monotonically from optimum „zopt.‟

• Pr{beneficial mutation} goes up as size of 

mutational effect goes down (Fisher 1930)



Fisher‟s Geometric Model
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Figure 3. The phenotype-to-fitness map.

Rokyta DR, Joyce P, Caudle SB, Miller C, et al. (2011) Epistasis between Beneficial Mutations and the Phenotype-to-Fitness Map for a ssDNA Virus. PLoS Genet 7(6): e1002075. 

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002075

http://www.plosgenetics.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pgen.1002075

http://www.plosgenetics.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pgen.1002075




Three kinds of landscapes

• Discrete map from sequence space to 

organismal fitness

• This is the most common usage.

• Continuous map from allele frequencies to 

population mean fitness

• Not dynamically sufficient when epistasis is 

present.

• Continuous map from phenotype space to 

organismal fitness

• Often an elegant theoretical framework.




